HOW TO Take Great Wildlife Shots
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Professional wildlife
photographer and
photo tour leader
Michael Snedic,
shares his best tips
for shooting stunning
wildlife shots.
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W

ildlife photography is as challenging as it is
rewarding. While wild animals are naturally
interesting photographic subjects, they are also
cunningly elusive and difficult to photograph!
For most wildlife photographers, the road to success follows
thousands of hours of practise. That said, there are a few things
you can do to accelerate your development in this notoriously
challenging field of photography. In this series, I’ll take a look at
some of the things I’ve learned over the years that can help you
quickly improve your wildlife results; from learning to anticipate
the behaviour of the animal you’re shooting, to making sure your
camera is setup to deliver sharp, well exposed images.
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01 Watch and anticipate

Even before you pick up a camera, take the time to sit
and watch the animal you want to photograph. Getting to know
your subject gives you a much higher chance of ‘nabbing’ the
shot. In a lot of cases you will see a pattern emerge. It could be a
specific movement the animal makes just before jumping away
or flying off. Or it could be the fact that each day, at a particular
time, the subject (or subjects), turn up briefly at one spot to feed,
preen or perform a courtship display. If you know the animal’s
habits, you’ll have a better chance of being there, with a camera
to your eye, when the best moments happen!

02

Aperture is a priority

I strongly recommend aperture priority for wildlife
photography. That way you are in control of aperture and depthof-field while the camera takes care of shutter speed.
Keep in mind that if you want to photograph a moving
animal, you’ll need a faster shutter speed. In aperture priority,
this can be done by increasing the ISO, which in turn increases
the shutter speed.
Another option is to use aperture priority with Auto ISO so you
have one less thing to think about. In the Auto ISO settings some
cameras will allow you to specify a minimum shutter speed,
say 1/2000s, and a maximum ISO, say ISO 6400. That way, the
shutter speed will not drop below your specified minimum, and
you can stop the camera from selecting an ISO that introduces
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an unacceptable amount of noise.
Yet another option is to set your camera to manual, choose the
aperture and shutter speed you require and select the auto ISO
option. By doing this, you are in control of both the depth-offield you require and the minimum shutter speed, while letting
the ISO change accordingly.

03 The eyes have it

When I started out in wildlife photography some
20 or so years ago, one of the first things I learned was to
focus on the eyes. If the eyes are out of focus the image is
ruined. One of the things you can do to help get the eyes in
focus is to choose a single focus point and move it around
until it is on the animal’s eye. Another option, when using
the camera’s single focus point, is to focus on the eye using
the central focus point. Then, half-depress the shutter button,
and while keeping your finger on the button move the camera
to recompose as required.

04 Well exposed?

Many photographers, especially beginners, struggle
to achieve correct exposure with bright and dark coloured
animals. When photographing a white animal in a bright
environment, such as an egret in the sun, you need to use
positive exposure compensation, or the camera’s metering will
tend to turn the scene grey. If using exposure compensation

ABOVE
This herd of
elephants, in the
Serengeti, Africa,
was walking
straight towards
me very slowly,
enabling me time
to compose the
image so most
of them were not
obscuring each
other. Nikon D700,
70-200mm lens
@ 200mm, 1/640s
@ f/8, ISO 400,
hand-held.
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RIGHT
When taking a portrait of a bird like this majestic wedgetailed eagle on Kangaroo Island, try to get as close to eyelevel as possible. It makes for much more pleasant images,
than looking down onto, or up at, your subject. Nikon D700,
70-200mm lens @ 150mm, 1/400s @ f/3.2, ISO 800,
hand-held.

BELOW
I spent what seemed like an eternity waiting for any kind of
behaviour with this herd of hippos, at the edge of a pond
in the Serengeti, Africa. My patience was rewarded when
one of them suddenly reacted and I was able to capture this
moment. Nikon D700, 70-200mm lens with 2x convertor
@ 320mm, 1/1600s @ f/5.6, ISO 400, hand-held.

with aperture priority, try using plus one (+1) to start. Take a
quick shot and then look at the histogram or the image on the
back of the camera’s LCD screen. If the image is still too grey/
dark, increase the exposure a tad more, to say +1.3 , +1.7 or even
+2 until you have the desired exposure (i.e. clean whites). For
a black subject in a dark environment, do the reverse and use
negative exposure compensation. This will bring out the detail
in the blacks.

05 Back-button focus

Many SLR cameras offer back-button focusing. This
setting is invaluable for wildlife photography, especially for
capturing birds in flight and other moving subjects. Explained
simply, back-button focusing allows you to focus on the animal
you are photographing by pressing a button on the back of
your camera, then depressing the shutter button to take the
shot. This setting is very useful for photographing a bird flying
in a parallel line. With the camera’s focus-point on the bird,
keep following it as it is flying, finger half depressed on the
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shutter. When the bird is in a good position, simply let go of
the focus button and take a series of shots (make sure you also
use continuous shot or ‘burst’). Even though you have let your
finger off the focus button, the focus will remain on the bird as
it is flying past, rather than focusing on the background. It may
take a bit of practise to get used to back-button focus, but with
practise it will become second-nature.

divided into imaginary thirds, similar to a ‘noughts and crosses’
grid. The key element of the picture is positioned over one of
the four intersecting points.) Using a wide aperture can be an
effective way to blur the background, reduce distractions and put
the emphasis on the main subjects.

06

Over the years, many of my photo workshop
participants have said they struggle to get decent shots using
flash. The settings I’m about to explain here are tried-andtested and work well. They are my own, personal settings that I
have explained to lots of workshop students for many years and
they work!
For SLRs, set the camera to manual mode. Use a wide
aperture (as you would normally for wildlife) and set the shutter
speed to 1/125s and the ISO to 100. Connect the external flash
to the camera’s hot shoe and select TTL (Through The Lens)
or B-TTL metering. Take a shot and check the exposure. As
long as you aren’t too far away, you should get decent exposure,

Composition is king

One of the most important aspects of creating a
great wildlife image is good composition. You can own the
most expensive photographic equipment, use all the correct
settings and be in all the right places at the right times,
but without good composition your images just won’t grab
people’s attention.
Avoid putting your subject directly in the centre of your
image. Try composing in a way that the subject’s eye or head is
positioned over one of the intersecting ‘rule of thirds’ lines. (The
‘rule of thirds’ is a method of composition that sees the image
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07 Flash tricks
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as most external flash units aren’t powerful enough over long
distances. If quite close to the subject, I recommend adding a
diffuser to the flash, which helps to create soft, natural lighting.
If the image is still too bright, even with an added diffuser,
most flash units allow you to reduce the power of the flash in
third-stop increments.
There are various ‘twin’ flash arms that can be connected to
the hot shoe, and allow you to use two flash units. The benefit
of a dual-flash setup is that the image is more evenly lit and it
minimises the chance of ‘red eye’.

08 Super silhouettes

One of the ultimate wildlife shots, is to photograph
the animal silhouetted against a fiery, orange sunset. This can
be achieved by exposing for the background, rather than the
animal. The result is a lovely orange sunset (rather than a totally
burnt out background), with the animal rendered as a deep black
silhouette on the horizon. This can be a tricky shot to achieve
and it works best with big animals like giraffes!
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RIGHT
I was about to
photograph this
beautiful Greater
Egret, in Tweed
Heads, NSW,
when I noticed
theisgorgeous
blue background.
I simply moved
my position
so the Egret
contrasted with the
background. Nikon
D700, 80-200mm
lens @ 200mm,
1/4000s @ f/5.6,
ISO 400,
hand-held.

OPPOSITE
MAIN
Lots of patience
was needed to
get this image of a
moving echidna.
I observed its
movements, lay
on the ground in
the vicinity of the
area and pointed
the camera straight
at it. It took a few
attempts but was
well worth the
effort to get the
shot. Continuous
focus helped keep
the echidna in
focus. Nikon D800,
70-200mm lens @
190mm, 1/800s
@ f/3.5, ISO 200,
hand-held.

09 Good gear

There are a number of photographic accessories
that are invaluable when photographing wildlife. Handholding a large lens can be quite difficult and tiring,
especially for long periods of time. If your subject is stationed
in one spot (the subject could be preening, displaying,
bathing, feeding etc), then a tripod with some type of gimbal,
like a Wimberley, is highly recommended. A gimbal lets
you move the camera and lens in all directions quite easily
without getting sore arms and shoulders.
If your plan is to walk a reasonable distance with a heavy
camera and lenses, a carbon fibre monopod with a dedicated
monopod head might be the way to go. Much lighter than a
tripod, a monopod doesn’t offer quite the same degree of stability
but it does give you more freedom to move around.
Another useful piece of equipment is a photographer’s
beanbag, handy for stabilising heavy lenses. Beanbags can be
filled with rice, birdseed or beans and can be placed on car
bonnets or half-opened car windows, rocks or fence posts. You’ll
be amazed at how much beanbags help minimise movement of
your camera and lens, allowing for shots to be taken at quite low
shutter speeds.
I recommend using some sort of neoprene covering for your
lenses and tripods, to protect them from scratches, bumps and
dust. I use a brand called ‘Lenscoat’. I also suggest some type of
rain cover for your camera and lens, especially if you do a lot of
outdoor photography.

OPPOSITE
INSET
My guide was about
to take a shot of me
in front of a resting
Mountain Gorilla,
when it decided to
‘photo bomb’ the
shot with this great
expression! A classic
moment.NikonD700,
80-200mm lens @
70mm, 1/500s @ f/4,
ISO3200,hand-held.
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Traps for wildlife photographers
There are a few pitfalls to watch out for when photographing wildlife:
1. One of the most common pitfalls is concentrating so hard on the subject that you miss
unsightly distractions in the background. Watch out for trees and other structures that
appear to be sticking out of the subject’s head.
2. Photographing a bird straight up a tree from directly below doesn’t look good. Try
moving back; it will give you a much better angle to photograph.
3. Watch that shutter speed! So often I see people photographing in low-light conditions
and hear the sound of a very slow shutter going off; guaranteed blurry shot! Increase
the ISO (to increase the shutter speed), stabilise the camera and lens or use flash.
4. Don’t always try to fill your frame with the animal. Sometimes taking a shot of
a stunning scene, where the animal is a small part of it, can make for a great
environmental image.
5. When photographing
in a zoo or wildlife
park through glass
using flash, turn the
camera/lens/flash at
a 45 degree angle.
This stops the flash
bouncing off the
glass and straight
into the lens, causing
unsightly flares and
ruining the shot.
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“One aspect of wildlife
photography that cannot
be underestimated is
shooting in decent light.”

10 Keep moving

For many photographers, it seems the most important
aspect of wildlife photography is purchasing a lens with the
longest focal length. As much as it is beneficial to own a lens
with a longer focal length, especially when trying to photograph
smaller birds and wildlife, great shots can also be taken of
animals as part of a larger landscape. You might be in a place like
Antarctica, photographing a stunning, icy vista, with a penguin
just visible in the foreground. The viewer’s eyes naturally go
towards the penguin, then to the rest of the scene.
Rather than a close up-image of an animal, photographed with
a long lens and wide aperture (which creates a smooth, blurred out
background), an image of an animal, taken with a wide-angle lens
gives you a sense of space. It clearly shows the environment the
animal lives in and gives the image a sense of scale.

11 It’s all about the light

One aspect of wildlife photography that cannot be
underestimated is shooting in decent light. Rarely do I head out
in the middle of a sunny day to photograph birds. Post-dawn
and pre-dusk light is the most subtle and evocative. No harsh
shadows and over-blown highlights, just even, diffused light on
your subject.
It may not always be possible to photograph pre-dawn or
pre-dusk. You may happen to be in an environment, with lots of
wildlife around to photograph, and it’s the middle of a bright,
sunny day. In these instances, experiment to see what works best.
Photographing with the sun behind you (or to the side), usually
produces the most consistent results but shooting into the sun
can create some interesting results too. I like to move around and
take my wildlife shots at various angles to the sun, eventually
settling on a position that works best.

ABOVE
This male lion, in Tanzania, Africa
was being very lazy indeed. He
had been sleeping for quite a while
and after hearing a noise, lifted his
head. Luckily for me, a wind gust
at the precise moment he lifted his
head, caused his mane to blow in
the air. Just as I was about to take
the shot, he poked his tongue out.
Nikon D700, 70-200mm @ 200mm,
1/400s @ f/4, ISO 800, hand-held.
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12 Think outside the box

One of the joys of photography is that there are so
many different ways to take images. Try different compositions
and lighting and experiment with different lenses too. Sure, most
photographers think of telephoto or zoom lenses with longer
focal lengths for wildlife but why not try a wide-angle lens really
close? If your subject is used to people, more likely at a zoo or
wildlife park, then try getting down to eye level, very close and
getting a totally different perspective. It’s a lot of a fun and you
may well be surprised at the results!
I hope the photographic tips and techniques in this article,
will help you take your wildlife photography to another level.
Enjoy your photography! ❂
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